W210 License Lights Bulb Replacement
Tools needed: Flat head screwdriver
Parts needed: Dome/Convenience bulbs model 6418
Intro:
It is often a misconception that one can replace the license plate bulbs by simply
removing the plastic trim/molding above the license plate. This seems to host the two
glass lenses but this is not entirely true. Reading through posts people had difficulties
removing this trim even by removing the two screws on the side. It turns out that the pin
that resides in the center is bolted on the other side inside the trunk as shown later on.
Needless to say in order to perform this replacement the trunk headliner needs to be
removed and only then will you be able to swap the bulbs.

Step 1. Pop open the trunk. You will see that the trunk headliner is pinned in the trunk
itself by 15 pins as shown in the picture:

Pic. 1 Location of pins
Step 2: With a flat head screw driver start out by gently popping the pin out of its plastic
housing and then pulling it out with your hand. Once the pin is out then remove the
plastic housing by gently prying under it with the flat head screw driver. The housing

itself holds the headliner against the trunk. Repeat this procedure for all 15 pins that hold
the headliner against the inner side trunk:

Pic. 2 Prying off the pin from its housing.
Step 3: After all 15 plastic pins have been removed gently pry the headliner out of the
truck locking mechanism, trunk light switch and the two rubber bushings. You will notice
that the upper trunk light and the trunk release switch are attached to the headliner.
Disconnect the wire harnesses from both, the switch and the light itself. Now the
headliner is free from any wires that connect to it and is clear to remove.

Pic. 3 Trunk Relase Switch and Trunk Light housing after harness is removed.
Step 4: Start removing the headliner by gently prying it off from both trunk lower ends
sides and then pulling it up as shown in the picture below:

Pic. 4 Removing the headliner
Step 5: Once the trunk headliner is off you can easily see the bulbs that sit behind the
license light lenses. They are model 6418. I bought them from Auto Zone for $3.99/pair.
Since you have the stuff off it is better to replace both bulbs. If one is gone the other one
will most likely follow suit. The bulbs are quite easy to remove. First disconnect the
power connector (black w/ white wire), remove the bulbs replace them with the new ones
and snap back the power connector. That is all. See pictures below.

Pic. 5 Bulb model (with the old bulbs in).

Pic. 6 Driver’s side bulb is replaced

Pic 7. Passenger side bulb is replaced as well
Step 6: Make sure the bulbs are firmly in place and the connectors secured. Start by
putting back the headliner. Push the lower sides back into place on both sides.

Pic. 8 Putting the headliner back into its place
Step 7: Once you have the lower end done, and put into place take time to reconnect the
wire harnesses into the trunk release switch

Pic 9. Securing the wire harnesses into the switch and bulb
Step 8: Push the headliner back into its place and put back the 15 pins. That is all

Pic 10. Done just about in time!

